iMapData Introduces AIMS for Law Enforcement -
Advanced Intelligence Management System for
Situational Awareness, Public Safety, Force Protection
and Emergency Management

Empowers law enforcement organizations to make rapid, accurate decisions based on solid data analysis and achieve optimal performance in taking fast, deliberate action.

McLean, VA October 25, 2014

iMapData introduced the Advanced Intelligence Management System (AIMSTM) for state and local law enforcement and government agencies that need to identify and mitigate unexpected events and threats as well as securely collaborate with each other. The comprehensive cloud-based, geospatial platform seamlessly integrates the functions of situational awareness, risk management and integrated communications; includes 24/7/365 incident monitoring by trained analysts; and consolidates disparate silos of information to provide the operational insight needed to identify and mitigate risk.

As a pioneer in the field of data visualization and analysis, iMapData has been helping Federal, State and local governments mitigate risks, protect assets, maintain situational awareness and safeguard employees for over 30 years. We have the background and expertise to help government agencies and law enforcement organizations successfully respond to and recover from unforeseen natural and human-caused events and resume normal operations as quickly as possible.

New features and benefits include:

- **Identity Intelligence** synthesizes data from multiple sources of information to provide insight into identities and connections of individuals. Continuous evaluation takes external identity and entity verification to the next level. By creating a baseline profile for potential threats and continually evaluating identified threats against the baseline, intelligence organizations can detect when individuals advance beyond risk thresholds.

- **Instant Two-Way Mobile Communication** provides instant, easy access to information in a crisis. With one-click communications, users can reach their contacts, an emergency operations center or the iMapData 24/7 Risk Assessment Center via email, text or voice. The app includes contact information by name, role or department; a People Directory with pictures, names and titles; and the ability to instantly confirm that messages have been received.

- **Document Management** includes the capability to manage all files, including Emergency Response Plans, in one central location. Users can also include images, reports and videos – and then visualize the data in maps, tables, charts or timelines. Personnel can use mobile devices to collect data from the field, get instant feedback and understand the situation on the ground as events occur; track changes to documents and receive notifications as others update and modify their responses; and ensure documentation reflects the situation on the ground.

Today, the iMapData Advanced Intelligence Management System™ has been deployed to thousands of customers across state and federal agencies, including the Department of Defense and several state governments. With these new features, iMapData is accelerating its presence in addressing security and risk applications, such as insider threat analysis, security surveillance and emergency management. The Advanced Intelligence Management System (AIMS)™ is available immediately. For more information, refer to [http://www.imapdata.com](http://www.imapdata.com).

About iMapData
For over 30 years, large commercial organizations, the United States government and State and local agencies have relied on iMapData’s expertise and intelligent solutions to proactively mitigate risks to their organizations. The flexible, robust and scalable iMapData solution adapts to support our clients’ needs in the most dynamic of threat
environments. The iMapData Advanced Intelligence Management System™ platform seamlessly integrates the functions of situational awareness, force protection, and risk management. The solution includes global incident monitoring by our trained analysts in our 24/7 Risk Assessment Center, as well as complete mobile communications. Visit us at http://www.imapdata.com.